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To Turn Hogs Into SUPERHOGS!

Chore-Time Air Systems Gives
You Year-Round, Day-In & Day Out

Comfort For Your Hogs!

If your hogs can feel extremes of
heat or cold —you’re not getting
the greatest efficiency from them,
or from what you’re feeding them.
If they’re hot in summer, they
can't gain efficiently or fast
enough. If they’re cold in winter,
they’re burning feed to keep
warm.

realize what it does: It’s designed
simply to control air flow and
air volume at all times. The
result? 1) It evens out
temperatures in all parts of a {

building all year long. 2) It pro-
vides comfort during summer’s
hot, humid weather. 3) It pro-
vides healthful air flow in winter,
but prevents cold drafts and cold
areas in a building.

So you may be paying for a
modem ventilation system and
still not getting one.
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I r - The result is faster gains, less

costly gains, better use of
valuable feed, more efficient use
of your labor—better profits.
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Chore-Time’s environmental
control system is not complicated
or difficult to understand if you
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to keep SUPERAIR coming to your hogs
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here's how it works is designed to ‘swirl air to maintain uniform tern
perature and humidity in all parts of the building Fan
Control (E) operates Variable Speed Fans (F) allowing
for large air flow in hot weather minimal flow in cold
weather

See cut away of typical building above Static Monitor
(A) reads the static pressure in building using bottle(B)
mounted in attic or outside of building as a "Dampening
chamber 1 Static Monitor sends signal to (C) Inlet Power
Pack which operates (D)_Air Inlets Inlet openings are
controlled to maintain the'correct velocity of air System

Fans serve as ‘air pumps to expel 'spent' air from
building at a controlled rate For hot weather ad
ditional tans can beoperated by regular thermostats so
they turn on or oft as needed Many hog operators also
use fans expelled air from manure pit (G) for less odor
and manure gases in livestock living areas
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AGRI- EQUIPMENT, INC.
AGRI-EQUIPMENT, INC.

OFFERS COMPLETE SALES,
INSTALLATION, SERVICE25

CATTLE HOO POULTRY EQUIPMENT
2754 CREEK HILL RD., LEOLA, PA 17540 STORE HOURS:

Mon.-Fri.
7:30 to 4:30

Sat. 7:30 to 11:30PHONE: 717-656-4151
★ SERVING PA, N.J. and N.Y.

SEE OUR DISPLAY at the KEYSTONE PORI
THURSDAY, I

At The Host
Route 30 East c
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